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What is a Culture of Security?
• A pattern of behaviors, beliefs, assumptions, attitudes and
ways of doing things.
– It is emergent and learned, and it creates a sense of
comfort. Culture evolves as a type of shared history as a
group goes through a set of common experiences.
– Those similar experiences cause certain responses,
which become a set of expected and shared behaviors.
These behaviors become unwritten rules, which become
norms that are shared by all people who have that
common history.
– It is important to understand the culture of the
enterprise because it profoundly influences what
information is considered, how it is interpreted and
what will be done with it.
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Existential Security Culture
• Security culture exists
– It may not be a good one
– It may be merely functional
– The objective is to have an intentional culture of security

L’existence
précède
l’essence
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A Culture of Security In Context
• Culture in the context of security
– Societal
– Organizational
– Personal
• Security in the context of culture
– Basis of trust
– Prevention of fraud and misuse of information resources
– Risk Mitigation
– Strategic role
– Systems thinking
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A Culture of Security In Context, continued
•
•
•
•
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Doing security vs. believing in security
Dealing with ambiguity and inconsistency
Hard vs. soft security
Security within a corporate culture
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Security, Culture and Trust
• Trust
– Security has been tested and proven
effective
– Mechanisms are in place while executing
security and recovery measures to validate
the information derived from the system
– Leadership exhibits confidence in security
as it uses the information in question
Trust
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Levels of Security Cultures

Low

Minimum

Appropriate

Extreme

People
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Process

Technology

Organization

Deep
background
checks for all
personnel

Security policy
is central to the
organizational
mission

Advanced
screening, tight
supervision of
information use

Security is a
senior
management
role

Security checks
for all
personnel

Security policies
and standards
are enforced

All below plus
data leakage
prevention,
intrusion
detection,
identity
management,
etc.

Security is a
part of many
functions

Security checks
for critical
personnel

Security policies
exist but are
not enforced

Passwords,
virus
protection,
firewalls

Security
function exists

No personnel
checking or
security
oversight

No security
policies or
procedures

Minimal or no
security
technology

No security
function exists
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The Benefits of Consistency in the Culture
• Security should be boring
– Always works the same way
– Always works
• Consistency within a culture supports security by
– Valuing information
– Managing exceptions
– Managing risk
– Being predictable…and therefore measurable
– Supporting standardization
• A culture of security maximizes the return on security investment (ROSI)
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Inhibitors of a Security Culture
• The culture of the surrounding society
– Equating security with the police
• A lack of organizational imperatives
– “Information wants to be free”
– Unclear requirements
• The insufficiency of awareness alone
– Comprehension of risk
– Personal experience of security
• Systemic shortcomings
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The Rewards of a Security Culture
• Many do not see any rewards in acting securely
– Security professionals take the credit
– Lack of metrics and a failure to measure
– Few incidents
– No financial connection
– “WIFM”
• Rewards can come in many forms
– Budget
– Influence
– Personal regard
– Pay
– Promotion
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Methods to Strengthen a Security Culture
• Change the perception of security
– Branding
– Clarifying the message (avoid the negative)
• Security adds value
• Security enables activities
• Security benefits both the organization and the individual
• Security will help when things go wrong but will not interfere when
everyone is doing what they are supposed to do
• Security is fair to all
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Methods to Strengthen a Security Culture
• Understand the audience and model the message to them
Audience
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Format

Senior
management

Brief, to-the-point, strategic, graphic supported
by some explanation

Information
technology staff

Thorough, tactical, showing benefits to a project
or application

End users

Graphic, personal, needing little explanation

New hires

Welcoming, explanatory, sufficiently verbal to be
clear
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Methods to Strengthen a Security Culture, continued
• Create a positive image for security
Positive
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Negative

Keys

Locks, safes

Hound dog, collie

Bulldog, German shepherd

School crossing guard

Policeman

Emergency worker

Soldier

Shield

Weapons

Clear and sunny

Clouds, storms

Construction

Destruction

Money gained

Money lost

Flowers, fruit

Creeping ivy, vegetables

Casper the Friendly Ghost

Freddy Krueger
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Methods to Strengthen a Security Culture, continued
• Establish a vocabulary for the culture
Terms to Use
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Terms to Avoid

Enable

Forbid

Protect, protection

Prohibit, prohibition

Allow, grant

Deny, revoke, disallow

Value, value added

Cost, costly

Access, accessible

Prevent, prevention

Benefit

Risk

Effective, efficient

Permitted

Capability, capable

Limitation, limited

Open

Risky, dangerous

Vigilance

Monitoring
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Methods to Strengthen a Security Culture, continued
• Education, not just awareness
– What is security?
– What is my role?
– How do I carry it out?
• Awareness is unprovable and amorphous
• Education is measurable and precise
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Methods to Strengthen a Security Culture, continued
• Deal with the people who make the culture
– Champions
• Not Auditors, Risk Managers or the Chief Information Security
Officer
• Needs to be someone at a senior level who “gets it”
– Objects of the culture
• Senior management
– Tone at the top
• Middle management
– Often the greatest stumbling block
• Staff
– The ones who actually touch the information
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The Attributes of a Security Culture
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Champions – someone to lead the charge
Budget – a culture is what an organization is willing to pay for
Broad accountability – not just the Information Security department
Policies, standards and guidelines – what is expected
Awareness and education – what is needed to be done
Go-no go decisions – stopping an initiative because it is insecure
Rewards – WIFM
Rigorous response to breaches – showing that security is for real
Satisfied customers – a win-win
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Positive Reinforcement
• Align information security and business
objectives
– Remove security as an obstacle
• Consider accountants, lawyers,
insurance carriers
• Make security a strategic necessity
– Find out how an organization makes
money and how security contributes to it
• Manage – not eliminate – risk
• Embed security procedures into daily
operations
• Reward management for security on a
predictable basis
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I don't want a lawyer
to tell me what I
cannot do. I hire him
to tell me how to do
what I want to do.
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The Importance of Balance
• There needs to be a balance between security and the other objectives of an
organization
– The burden on security professionals
• Persuasion, not power plays
• Contribute to the organization’s long-term goals
• Understand the motivations of individual managers
– The burden on the organization
• Recognize that information is truly at risk
• Stop data leakage
• Make the right choices, which may or may not be the most secure
– Facilitate the convergence of security initiatives from a variety of
functions, not just Information Security
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When All Else Fails…
• Sometimes it is necessary to impose penalties for insecure
behavior
– Analogy with no-smoking and anti-sexual harassment
campaigns
– Termination and prosecution for fraud, espionage, sabotage
and theft
• Actually works against a security culture
– A stern word from a superior
– A memorandum to a personnel file
– Career impact
– Avoid perverse incentives
• Deal harshly with those who intentionally defy security policy
– A matter of insubordination, not security
3/15/2016
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Security Culture Maturity
Lagging

Aware

Partially
Effective

Senior
Management

Uncaring

Caring, but
more concerned
about cost

Middle
Management

Actively
opposed to
most security
requirements

Concerned, but
not when
security seems
to hamper goals

Respects
security as long
as other goals
can be met

Staff

Unconcerned

Concerned but
inactive

Follows security
rules

Information
Technology

Does not build
security into
systems

Builds minimal
security into
systems

Builds required
security into
systems

Security
Professionals

Are only
administrators

Write policy

Implement
security
safeguards
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Funds a security
program

Effective

Leading Edge

Involves
security in
tactical decision
making
Involves
security
professionals in
major initiatives
Considers the
security of
information
while using it
Seeks security
professionals’
assistance in
building security
into systems

Involves
security in
strategic
decision making

Advise
management on
tactical issues

Advise
management on
strategic issues

Sees security as
a competitive
advantage
Thinks about
security before
using it
Anticipates the
need for
security in the
systems it builds
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A Final Word

Security is everybody’s job.
McGruff, the Crime Dog
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To Continue the Conversation
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